Will any IT staff lose their jobs as a result of the IT assessment?

Tell Me

Layoffs or other reductions in the IT workforce are not anticipated; however, some jobs and roles may shift. Initial findings indicate the following:

- The University is at, or just under, optimal staffing levels based on peer institution comparisons.
- There are a number of unmet IT needs throughout the campus.
- Some IT positions are not aligned to meet current and emerging needs, and some units provide redundant services.

An individual job assessment will occur for every distributed IT staff member to determine how their skills and interests can be best supported and utilized in a future IT organization.

Related FAQs

- What working groups will be formed to help implement One IT?
- When will reporting lines reflect the One IT organizational chart?
- Have any decisions been made about the new IT organization?
- Where can I find information about the April 2019 Town Hall of the IT assessment?
- Staffing & Funding